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Draft Project Summary

ETDseer (electronic thesis and dissertation digital library connected with SeerSuite) will
build on 15 years of collaboration between teams at Virginia Tech (VT) and Penn State
University (PSU), which both have been leaders in the worldwide digital library commu-
nity. VT helped launch the national and international efforts for ETDs more than 20 years
ago, which has been led by the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations
(NDLTD, directed by PI Fox); its Union Catalog has increased to 5 million records. PSU
hosts CiteSeerX, which co-PI Giles launched almost 20 years ago, and which is connected
with a wide variety of research results under the SeerSuite family.

ETDs, typically in PDF, are a largely untapped international resource. Digital libraries
with advanced services can effectively address the broad needs to discover and utilize
ETDs of interest. Our research will leverage SeerSuite methods that have been applied
mostly to short documents, plus a variety of exploratory studies at VT, and will yield a
web of graduate research, rich knowledge bases, and a digital library with effective inter-
faces. References will be analyzed and converted to canonical forms, figures and tables
will be recognized and re-represented for flexible searching, small sections (acknowledg-
ments, biographical sketches) will be mined, and aids for researchers will be built, es-
pecially from literature reviews and discussions of future work. Entity recognition and
disambiguation will facilitate flexible use of a large graph of linked open data.

Keywords: CiteSeerX, deep learning, domain independent digital library (DL), informa-
tion extraction (IE), information retrieval (IR), machine learning (ML), natural language
processing (NLP), NDLTD

Intellectual Merit
This research will lead to fundamental contributions in the DL, IE, IR, ML, and Web crawl-
ing/archiving areas, as well as contributions in HCI and AI. For example, we will develop
and apply new methods to find all references (from footnotes, ends of chapters, and the
bibliography), extract unambiguous values in spite of thousands of different reference
styles employed, and build end-user services atop an accurate citation graph including
distinct works as well as entities for graduate students, advisors, and other scholars.

Broader Impacts
This research will tackle many difficult challenges faced by the AI, DL, IE, IR, ML, and
NLP communities, at scale, advancing big data efforts in these domains. It will have
broad impact on national research and education by opening up ETD resources for broad
and helpful use.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Using advanced IE and NLP techniques, coupled with machine learning and informa-
tion retrieval methods, we will research ETDseer, a tailored DL for large English ETD
collections, which would offer special services: review the literature, identify hypothe-
ses, list research questions, explain approaches, describe methods, summarize results,
discuss findings, present conclusions, and provide insights on open problems. We can
provide these services by processing references and citations, as well as information ex-
tracted from chapters, sections/subsections, tables, and figures. Though ETD collections
cover many disciplines, a suitable domain independent digital library can be prototyped
now, using advanced natural language processing and information extraction techniques,
coupled with machine learning and information retrieval methods. The resulting system
would enable stakeholders to engage in advanced scenarios that go well beyond conven-
tional searching and browsing. Section 1 summarizes the statement of need for this re-
search with goals and objectives. Section 2 covers results from prior NSF support. Section
3 describes our approach, including connections with real life scenarios for the scholarly
community, methodologies applied, and system components. Section 4 addresses project
management and timing. Remaining sections give Related Work, Expected Significance,
and Broader Impacts.

1 Introduction

Statement of Need
ETDs can be a valuable aid to learning and scholarship. They are a largely unused in-
ternational resource.Tapping this resource requires research first on effective ways to dis-
cover ETDs of interest, and then support for better using identified works to aid a highly
diverse community of researchers and educators. At present, there is no good way to
address these needs for large heterogeneous collections of long documents like ETDs,
typically in PDF, but also available in other formats.

Though there are widely available DLs that support indexing, searching, and brows-
ing of short articles or papers, book length objects typically are searched using limited
and often misleading metadata records, with minimal help from classification efforts (es-
pecially for multidisciplinary works). While full-text search is used to extend faceted
searching, it is not effective when processing large files in natural language. A prefer-
able approach could be applying Natural Language Processing (NLP), e.g., information
extraction (IE). Currently available resources like Google Scholar and CiteSeerX [6, 20,
21, 30, 39, 54], that extract, analyze, and link references in short publications, do provide
additional capabilities, but they do not work well with ETDs (due to length, complexity,
and domain variations).

In this research, we address the need for a tailored DL focusing on ETDs based on
advanced concepts from information retrieval (IR), Web crawling/archiving, information
extraction, machine learning (ML), and deep learning.

Goals
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1. Aid effective dissemination of valuable information from years of collections of
ETDs, to the scholarly community, including a whole spectrum of researchers from
an inexperienced student researcher to a well-established faculty member.

2. Prototype a domain independent digital library that provides advanced services to
a vast collection of book-length long documents.

3. Advance the state-of-the-art in DL and NLP with regard to long document retrieval
and utilization, for both individual documents and groups of documents.

4. Advance the state-of-the-art in DL and NLP with regard to analyzing long docu-
ments; processing tables, figures, and references; extracting citations and key con-
cepts from chapters, sections, and subsections (including special parts of ETDs like
literature reviews, acknowledgements, and bio-sketches); and expanding the capa-
bilities of DL beyond indexing, searching, and browsing.

5. Advance the state-of-the-art in information integration, synthesis, and generation,
including when generating lists (e.g., of references, literature reviews, approaches,
methods, and findings).

Objectives

1. Develop methods to extract semantic content and surrounding context from long
documents such as research questions and their corresponding hypotheses.

2. Aid stakeholders through interfaces tailored for exploration, to discover interesting
content, review literature, and evaluate references as well as ETDs.

3. Assist stakeholders as they study and research with ETDs by intelligently provid-
ing advanced services through stating hypotheses, listing research questions, ex-
plaining approach, describing methods, summarizing results, discussing findings,
drawing conclusions, and providing insights about open problems.

2 Approach

2.1 Advanced services in discovering and utilizing ETDs

ETDseer is aiming to improve the utilization of valuable ETD resources by providing
specialized services to a spectrum of scholarly community users in a fine-grained man-
ner. Based on the specific research and study needs of different stakeholders, we iden-
tify some of the representative real-life scenarios and describe them as follows. Table 1
summarizes the service requirements generated from the envisioned scenarios and their
corresponding anticipated outputs.

Scenario 1. Identify a reading list
NS, a new graduate student who enters the research arena with vague interests, needs to
study published works to gain understanding of key research questions. NS can search
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and find a suitable set of ETDs. Results are given in a tabular form, indicating the quality
of the selected works (based on citation counts and other criteria), and showing clusters
of related research questions. After NS reviews this data and selects portions of particu-
lar interest, the DL extends its analysis. Relevant references are extracted, converted to
a canonical form, and presented as a reading list. Additionally, the figures, tables, and
equations of the selected ETDs are summarized and presented as a supplement. Option-
ally, social/bibliographic networks, and other helpful visualizations, are provided.

Scenario 2. Collect approaches to a research problem
SR, a student researcher, has come across a challenging research problem and is interested
in the discussions in journal and conference papers he has reviewed so far, which indicate
that three different methods have been employed, but without details and comparative
studies. ETDseer helps SR identify the ETDs that are related to each of the methods as
well as corresponding involved datasets. Then ETDseer creates a site that has descrip-
tions of the source code, as well as the training and testing data associated with each
method. A well-formatted summarization table is generated.

Scenario 3. Create award-winning paper template
Student researcher, SR, with an almost completed ETD, wants to win the best paper award
at a prestigious conference. Based on deep learning analysis of other award winning pa-
pers in that area, and their corresponding ETDs, an outline of a paper derived from the
ETD is constructed for SR, including tables, figures, equations, and references.

Scenario 4. Identify Collaborators
Faculty researcher, FR, who has identified a specific research problem that necessitates
collaboration, seeks a list of different approaches used to tackle this problem as well as a
timeline view of the evolution of associated research studies. FR describes the problem,
and receives a list of selected ETDs. Documents listed in the related work sections, pro-
posed approaches/solutions in the middle of ETDs, and open problems mentioned in the
conclusion or the future work sections, are identified. A summary table categorizing the
details is presented.

FR studies the summary provided and provides feedback about preferences and pri-
orities. The DL prepares a tailored summary, and a shortlist of potential collaborators,
along with their contact information and brief bio-sketches, that is supplemented with
notes on how they might complement FR’s background.

Scenario 5. ETD quality evaluation
University administrator, UA, would like a rough assessment of the quality of an ETD
submitted from one of the local departments. ETDseer provides a table related to the se-
lected ETD that contains: counts of elements (references, equations, figures, and tables),
a histogram of citations to key prior works of the author, degree of match between pro-
posed approach and research problem, and a summary of experimental results.

Scenario 6. Prepare course syllabus and lecture slides
Graduate instructor, GI, is teaching a new advanced course. GI prepares course related
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materials on a specific research topic and receives a list of related ETDs in ETDseer. Based
on the ETDs of interest, ETDseer uses clustering, topic analysis, and summarization meth-
ods to construct a draft course syllabus. Included in the syllabus is a hierarchical topical
outline, with summaries for each entry, linked with a suitable reading list, which includes
the ETDs as well as the most important other open source publications that were dis-
cussed in those ETDs.

GI also wants to focus on a specific problem and discuss the most promising solu-
tions. GI gives ETDseer a description of the problem, and receives related ETDs that
are neatly categorized in terms of their various problem statements, research questions,
and provided solutions. Furthermore, ETDseer creates drafts for class including properly
sequenced slides and lecture notes, with helpful examples, illustrations, and summary
tables.

Scenario 7. Organize a conference
A conference organizer, CO, wants to identify a list of Technical Program Committee
members for a conference. CO gives ETDseer the list of topics from the announcement.
ETDseer searches through the related ETDs and returns a list of advisor research faculty
names that appear in the metadata for the ETDs, along with names of ETD authors from
at least five years earlier who have highly cited ETDs. To provide CO with more detailed
information, ETDseer generates a table that ranks those advisors based on h-index, the
weight of the ETDs in each advisor’s research group, citation counts, etc. CO also wants
to identify the potential participants of the conference. CO queries ETDseer with a list of
keywords, related to the theme of the conference. ETDseer presents a subgraph from the
relevant portion of the ETD-derived citation graph, extracts authors of those works, and
returns their names and contact information as a CSV file, which can be used to send a
general conference announcement for submissions and/or participation.

Scenario 8. Manage a journal
A journal editor, JE, seeks to identify peer reviewers for a journal paper submission. JE
queries ETDseer using keywords from the submission. ETDseer responds with several
author names, indicating research interest closely related to the submission. This would
be based on their published ETDs and their recent publications that can be extracted by
ETDseer. JE also needs to check if a follow up paper submission has at least 30% original
content relative to previous publications. JE queries ETDseer with the author names for
an originality check. ETDseer identifies previous publications belonging to the authors,
and uses a cloud service to return the estimated percentage of new content/work in the
submitted paper.

2.2 System Design

We begin our discussion by describing the architectural design of ETDseer that extends
CiteSeerX [6] to provide advanced services on the ETD collections that enhance learning
and research. An outline of the ETDseer architecture that is based on the 5S framework
[23] is shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1: ETDseer Scenario Table
Stakeholder Group(s) Requirements Expected Outputs

Cross
Faceted Browsing Categorized exploration of ETDs
Filtered Searching Metadata-based discovery of ETDs

Cutting
Summarization Synthesis of search results
Visualization Linking of related content
Aspect-specific Specific ETDs, e.g., within a date
access range or with an advisor name

Student
Match research Desired ETDs with quality scores
question interests Research questions/hypotheses highlighted

Reference
Related ETDs/books/articles/papers
Tabular/Canonical representations

extraction
Downloadable package of related work
Lists of journals and conferences

Researcher ETD analysis,
ETD content summarizations
Figures, tables, and equations

Generation
Key sections and list of related problems
Visualizations (social/bibliometrics networks)

of study aids Timeline overview of evolutionary work
Linking of problems Different methods for a problem

with methods
A site with detailed resources
An award winning paper (outline/draft)

Faculty Research problem Synthesis of related ETDs

Researcher exploration aid
Proposed approaches and solutions
Future works summarization

Graduate
Advanced topics Slides cover research question/ problems
lecture preparation Synthesis of provided potential solutions

Instructor
Graduate course Draft with a hierarchical topical outline
syllabus formulation Link to each topical entry with a reading list

Conference
TPC member List of advisor research faculty names
identification Ranking table of advisors

Organizer
Potential participants Subgraph of the ETD-derived citation graph
identification CSV file of author names, contact info.

Journal
Peer-reviewer

Research interest-based reviewer list
identification

Editor
Content originality Previous publications of the authors
check Estimated percentage of new content/work

2.2.1 Data Source

ETDseer will be based on ETD submissions to NDLTD [1, 17]. The NDLTD initiative,
which was started in the 90s, seeks to expand electronic publication of student research,
and make ETDs accessible from around the world. The Union Catalog consists of meta-
data records for ETDs from contributing institutions and universities. As of March 2010,
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Figure 1: ETDseer System Architecture

the Union Catalog consisted of metadata records for 820,000 ETDs in various languages.
By 2013 the number exceeded three million and by April 2017, five million. It contains
ETDs in at least 12 languages. It is the single largest cumulative source of information on
ETDs available on the Internet. Figure 2 shows the top 12 NDLTD participating members
ranking by the number of ETD submissions as of this writing.

Figure 2: Top 12 NDLTD participating institutions and universities

These book-sized ETDs are global scholarship assets, which often have higher value than
shorter scholarly publications (e.g., conference and journal papers) in terms of rich infor-
mation content and reproducibility of science based on detailed descriptions of research
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work. Easier access and practical services enabling full usage of this vast collection of rich
documents will be of invaluable aid to the scholarly community.

2.2.2 Existing ETD-related DL Technologies

ETDseer will hold the ability to access, analyze, and synthesize from long ETD docu-
ments, with many more advanced services than are available in DLs like NDLTD [1].
NDLTD provides basic functionalities that support collecting, disseminating, and search-
ing/browsing of ETDs. In particular, it provides filtered searches with customizable fields
like subject, publication date, and language as well as faceted browsing with language
and keyword predefined as the two facet fields. Figure 3 shows the filtered/faceted navi-
gation capabilities in NDLTD. As we can see, it misses quite a few fields such as discipline,
research questions/problems, and citations that are crucial to the ETD content space.

Figure 3: Filtered and faceted navigation in NDLTD

On the other hand, a closely related DL, CiteSeerX [30], does a much better job in terms
of analyzing and presenting the scholarly information from large collections of research
works, with features like automatic metadata extraction, citation indexing, and reference
linking. However, CiteSeerX deals only with short length documents, thus excluding its
use of many features in long ETD documents.

A proper integration of these two DLs, where the datasets (metadata and long docu-
ments) are mostly from NDLTD, combined with the metadata and technical features from
CiteSeerX, will guide the initial development of ETDseer. ETDseer will leverage most of
the DL tools that CiteSeerX has provided. Nevertheless a simple integration of features is
neither feasible nor sufficient with ETDs. Although CiteSeerX can work as a technologi-
cal foundation for building ETDseer, the target documents that CiteSeerX serves are short
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documents. To process and analyze much longer documents in ETDseer and to achieve
similar goals, heuristic approaches such as regular expressions and knowledge rule-based
approaches adopted by CiteSeerX will not be sufficient. Furthermore, unlike CiteSeerX,
most of the functional requirements in ETDseer, such as extracting research questions and
hypotheses, cannot be addressed via keyword and fulltext only searching and browsing.

CiteSeerX handles documents from several specific scientific disciplines, mostly from
computer science and a few from chemistry. The writing format and styles of these do-
main specific documents are fairly consistent, so a knowledge base can be built and used
accordingly. However, ETDs can be from multiple disciplines, with various formats and
writing styles, which further adds to the complexity of how they are analyzed and pre-
sented. Apart from the main content and format, the multidisciplinary ETDs will vary in
the construction and frequency of other multimedia aspects like tables, equations, graphs,
and images. Additionally, depending on the domain of interest, references can appear in
the final section, at the end of chapters, or as footnotes. These unique characteristics
of ETDs have to be taken into consideration, and machine learning approaches, such as
neural networks-based deep learning methods, can potentially be used to achieve the
advanced functionalities of ETDseer.

Besides leveraging existing DL technologies, we will research how to address the
broad and deep requirements brought by ETDseer stakeholders along with ETD-related
challenges.

2.2.3 Structured Data Extraction

Since ETDs are long documents, a passage retrieval, combined with a document retrieval,
approach is appropriate [44, 51, 37]. Furthermore, ETDseer should extract key informa-
tion from ETDs and present that to end users. However, structural complications associ-
ated with ETDs make these retrieval and extraction tasks much more difficult than when
dealing with representative scientific papers. In a scientific paper, the authors typically
arrange contents into clearly distinct sections, such as introduction, related work, conclu-
sions, and references. In contrast, ETDs have highly varied and unpredictable structures.
Some ETDs have book-like structures where each chapter has its designated role in the
book, while others are presented as a composite of scientific papers where each chapter
represents a separate paper. In the latter case, front matter (i.e., table of contents, table of
figures, and table of tables) can appear in multiple chapters. The location of references
can vary: some appear at the end of the document, some are at the end of chapters, and
some can be seen as footnotes [40]. Existing SeerSuite segmentation and extraction tools
are not effective with such varying formats, or with unpredictable structures. Herein we
propose potential solutions so ETDseer can address these challenges.

Research Questions

• How can ETDseer identify all hierarchically arranged sections in a long document?

• How can we extract (or infer) from the ETDs the table of figures, table of tables, table
of equations, as well as each of the figures, tables, and equations, along with their
content/captions?
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• For references that appear in various places within the ETDs, how can we locate and
extract them, and present them in a canonical format?

Research Plan

• Task 1: Segmentation of ETD documents can be achieved through the combination
of heuristic-based strategies [47] and deep learning approaches. Heuristic methods
will focus on ETD specific knowledge like font and semantic information of chap-
ter titles and numberings. To deal with ambiguous chapter segmentations, deep
learning approaches will treat the whole document as one picture, with which seg-
mentation or detection approaches like Mask R-CNN [26] can be applied. With the
resulting structured data, key extraction methods used in CiteSeerX [6, 21] can be
applied to obtain the hierarchically structured subsections from the ETDs.

• Task 2: Tables and figures are effective devices for presenting research results. To
extract these types of structured data, Dr. Giles (Co-PI) and his research group have
made good progress on dealing with scientific data in computer science and chem-
istry related domains. This has led to TableSeer [33] and research results from the
doctoral work on figures by Sagnik Ray Choudhury [57], along with other related
publications [12, 13, 43, 10, 11].

With discipline-independent ETDs, the content in figures and tables can be domain
specific. Figure 4 shows figures and tables from various disciplines. In Computer
Science and Mathematical disciplines they have more data-intensive content, while
disciplines such as Education and Sociology tend to have table and figure con-
tent with more descriptive words. To extract these style-free figures and tables,
machine-learning based approaches should be applied in addition to existing Cite-
SeerX methods.

• Task 3: Existing citation extraction tools from CiteSeerX perform well on extracting
references at the end of documents and thus they can be directly adopted by ETD-
seer. For references occurring at the end of each chapter, or some other random loca-
tions like placed in tables or as footnotes, we choose to use machine learning-based
approaches. In particular, we will first conduct studies of ETDs to gather reference
placement information from a wide range of disciplines. This step will ensure that
a variety of features will be extracted. Then we can perform fine-grained feature
selection to improve accuracy and efficiency. A classifier will be trained to identify
references appearing at unusual locations. Extracted references will be ultimately
converted into some canonical format like BibTex so they can be neatly presented in
any user-desired style.

2.2.4 Text Generation

While NDLTD has made access to ETDs much easier than before, its keyword-based
searching and topic-based faceted browsing greatly limit its usage. A large number of
ETDs will be returned on a particular topic, but it will be difficult for users to identify
which ETDs to read. Besides, each of these book-length documents generally contains
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Computer Science Mathematics

Figures

Tables

Equations N/A

Education

N/A

Sociology

Disciplines

Figure 4: Sample figures, tables and equations in ETDs from various disciplines

numerous chapters, within which there are multiple sections and subsections. It is time
consuming for readers to browse through these length documents with their numerous
chapters and sections, when only interested in the key ideas. A good summary can be-
come a hypertext hub for jumping to parts of interest.

This can be done through passage retrieval [55, 44, 32], probabilistic graphical models,
and topic analysis techniques like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4]. To specifically
deal with discipline-independent ETDs, topic modeling’s generalization capacity can be
applied in ETDseer. However, some ETDs are assembled as a collection of scientific pa-
pers, which sometimes have relatively loose connections in terms of topics. Such can
complicate the use of topic modeling in such ETDs. To overcome this hurdle, we plan to
develop new models that will rely on better representations, derived through deep learn-
ing.

Research Questions

• How will stakeholders determine which ETD, or chapter of an ETD, or section
within a chapter, to read, so that the desired information on a specific topic can
be obtained? With ETDs from diverse disciplines, to what extent can we improve
the generalization capability of the current techniques in use, and how?

• To summarize key information from different sections of ETDs, how can we im-
prove quality and utility, and from what kinds of aspects? How can we achieve the
goal of generating both precise and concise summaries for all hierarchical levels,
i.e., in a chapter of an ETD, in an ETD, and in a group or cluster identified from the
entire ETD collection?

Research Plan
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• Task 1: To extract key information from text documents, traditional probabilistic
graphical modeling techniques have been explored and applied extensively. In
these models, words are represented so that each contributes equally in the vocab-
ulary set. These inefficient representations cause generation of imprecise and often
highly flawed key information, especially in the context of long ETD documents. We
propose to extend the probabilistic graphical modeling approach with distributed
representations of words as adopted by word2vec [36] and GloVe [41]. This would
produce more efficient representations of words, and result in more meaningful
phrases and sentences. Moreover, we will integrate attention models to our model-
ing mechanisms in order to learn salient words and phrases automatically. Accord-
ingly, we will design a representation learning-based probabilistic graphical model
to extract topics and key information from individual sections of the document.

• Task 2: To extract a set of topics from different hierarchical levels of ETDs, such as
in a specific chapter, in a particular ETD, or in an sub-collection of the ETDs, deep
learning models such as encoder-decoder or sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) based
approaches will be researched; they have shown promising results in various ap-
plications such as in image captioning and machine translation [24]. Furthermore,
with additional support of the attention mechanism [38], salient keywords can be
learned effectively, which not only ensures high quality of generated multi-topic
summarizations but in turn further facilitates our goal in Task 1 of learning key in-
formation. Figure 5 illustrates the conceptual results addressing text summarization
problems demonstrated by one of the state of art attention model-based approaches.
The general concept is that when generating new words for a summary, at each time
step, determine whether to turn to source text or the vocabulary set through a gen-
erator gate. If turning to source text for fact generation, the attention model can
help decide which words should be paid more attention to at the current time step.
We further propose to combine seq2seq and attention mechanisms to train a super-
vised learning model in ETDseer. Then, we plan to use Amazon Mechanical Turk
to evaluate the summaries for ETD documents from different hierarchical levels of
content.

2.2.5 Network Visualization

References contained in scholarly publications are used to cite and give credit to related
works. The citation links between ”citing” and ”cited” research works allow easy naviga-
tion among related works. Reference networks consisting of citation links not only intu-
itively present the relationships between research works but also provide a unique way
to trace through the evolution of research ideas. Furthermore, different research groups
often work on similar research problems. Social networks consisting of author names can
suggest potential collaborations between different groups. Readers often want to see such
relationships in research communities so that in the future they can pay more attention
to these groups. Given the fact that the total number of references in an ETD is signifi-
cantly larger than in scientific articles, building social and bibliometric networks between
papers and papers, papers and ETDs, ETDs and ETDs, as well as their authors, becomes
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Figure 5: Architecture of state of the art text summarization model [45]

more necessary.

Research Questions

• How can we build a huge network among all the people and references in ETDseer?
What are the attributes required for better visualization of the network?

• Considering the resulting social network, how can we characterize the relationships
between research groups? What do we need to show in the resulting visualizations?

Research Plan

• Task 1: Observing that one reference can cite another but rarely vice versa, we
will build directional reference networks. We propose to adopt the force-directed
graph [18] approach for visualization. In terms of what to show in the network, we
will focus on presenting numerical data such as citation counts and paper quality
scores.

• Task 2: Social networks consisting of research groups can reflect their collaboration
strengths. These networks can include users like co-authors of the same work, atten-
dees of the same workshop, panelists serving on same panel, and also the research
students sharing the same advisor. However, there is no readily populated informa-
tion indicating the relationships between groups except their mutual citations. To
visualize their connections, we need to extract key features such as research similar-
ity. First, we plan to cluster such research groups in terms of their research interests.
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After the high-level grouping, fine-grained metrics such as direct citations and re-
search topic similarity based on the particular research problems they work on can
be used in visualization.

2.3 Expected Deliverables and their Impacts

We explained the scenarios of how and in what context ETDseer is expected to be used
in Section 2.1, and also discussed the system design required to achieve the services de-
scribed in the scenarios in Section 2.2. In this section we connect the dots and present
how our specifically designed system as well as the involved technologies can achieve
the desired end results. Figure 6 shows an example of the workflow of the scenario in-
volving a student researcher and the relevant system components we designed for it to be
functional. We further list a few other examples of the expected end results of the services
we provide by integrating the discussed technologies.

Stakeholder

Student Researcher

ETD Analysis & Study Aids

Summarization

Reading List of ETDs

Structured Data Extraction

Network Visualization

Search

Query Parser

Repository

1

2

Figure 6: A workflow diagram of a student researcher involved scenario

The following subsections summarize expected deliverables and their impact on some
of the key stakeholders.

2.3.1 List of Open Problems and Methods

Using machine learning based text extraction and summarization techniques, ETDseer
auto-generates a list of open problems and associated methods for the end users, match-
ing their desired research interests based on the search query. ETDseer provides the func-
tionality of extracting open problems from the Future Work and Conclusion sections of
various ETDs. This service can save user time and effort as critical similarity between
their research topic and the methods used in previous works, can lead to waste of time
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and resources that the researcher invested. Similarly, ETDseer also extracts methods, ap-
proaches, and solutions from Methodology, Design, or related sections. This gives the re-
searchers ample options to direct their own approaches in their research. Basically, a cus-
tomized list of open problems and methods can enable users of ETDseer to explore the
novelty of the research problems (through the generated list of open problems), and pro-
vide a basis for localizing potential approaches (through the list of the relevant methods)
to the problem.

2.3.2 List of ETD metadata

Applying automatic metadata extraction techniques, ETDseer can auto-store a list of meta-
data fields, and the users can then retrieve the values via searching and browsing. This
list consists of features including but not limited to: links to related documents, author in-
formation, citation statistics for documents in the provided list, and related reference lists.
Related documents would also have the bibliography provided for each corresponding
document. A user can utilize it to filter the ETDs that would be most relevant to her in-
terest, while saving significant time and effort to go through all the ETDs without any
filter. Extracted author information from the relevant documents can be used to find re-
searchers to collaborate on projects, or contact relevant authors for various purposes like
conference invitations for paper submissions and presentations. Citation statistics could
be used to measure the quality of the ETDs, and users interested in more popular ETDs
can use this feature as well. For researchers and students, finding conferences precisely
related to their fields can be a painstaking process, as the list of conferences provided by
external websites can be misleading, and not even relevant or of expected quality. ETD-
seer helps with assessing the quality of the resources it provides, e.g., conference lists, by
adding metrics like rank, publication citations, and the percentage of accepted papers.

2.3.3 List of tables, figures, equation, acknowledgement, references

After applying our text extraction and synthesis techniques, a synergistic list of essential
parts of ETDs can be generated by ETDseer and presented to the stakeholders in a for-
mat conforming to users specific requests. These synergistic lists of information are often
very useful to end users. When dealing with hundreds and thousands of files and docu-
ments, the summarization part is vital, as it improves efficiency of the system by saving
user time. Furthermore, the visualization aspect of summarizing the ETDs is essential, as
users can spend minimal time in deciding which of the ETDs and articles in the provided
list are worth further exploration. Therefore, ETDseer takes into consideration the visual
features of ETDs like tables, figures, and equations, and provides an organized list of sum-
maries accordingly. ETDseer also has the ability to extract information from undervalued
sections like acknowledgments, which hold valuable information regarding the organi-
zation and people involved in the particular research. Additionally, a comprehensive list
of references is provided for the users to explore related works.
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3 Related Work

3.1 Academic Citation and Search System

CiteSeerX [6] has been developed at Penn State University by the group led by Dr. Giles,
as a public search engine and digital library, and is gaining popularity in scientific and
academic paper archiving. Considered to be the first automated citation indexing system
(with a patent on this topic), it is the predecessor of academic search tools such as Google
Scholar and Microsoft Academic Search, which also focus on short documents. However,
it mainly focuses on computer and information science.

3.2 Natural Language Processing

• Named Entity Recognition [29, 15]. State-of-the-art NER systems have been developed
for well-formed English text. However, due to the varied writing styles among
ETDs, it’s hard to extend such models to all disciplines. We plan to build an ETD
NER dataset and train models for ETDs from different domains to improve NER
performance on ETDs.

• Segmentation. Most previous segmentation techniques mainly employ heuristic-
based strategies [47]. As ETDs are scanned line by line, we can detect the changes
of font style or font size, which indicates the start of new sections in a document.
Based on such heuristics, hierarchical sections can be segmented. But success de-
pends on how well the ETD is formatted, and ETDs from different disciplines do
bear different formatting, which forces development of more generalized segmen-
tation techniques. There are statistics-based models for text segmentation [2], but
they rely on the feature representation of the text data. We plan to use recent deep
models for feature representations [26] and combine them with general heuristics in
all ETDs to boost performance.

• Topic Analysis. There have been much work on extracting key texts from paragraphs.
Traditional approaches typically use probabilistic graphical models, e.g., extended
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [4]. Recent deep learning models, like recurrent neural
networks based on attention [38], can help locate salient words/phrases that readers
should pay attention to. We will build upon such models with the goal of extracting
important texts that can be indexed as metadata to aid user searching.

• Summarization. In order to catch the key ideas from long documents, it’s essential for
the system to summarize them. State-of-the-art methods on text summarization in
the NLP field provide good tools that can be used within the framework of the ETD-
seer project. Our plan is to rely on recent powerful sequence-to-sequence learning
[50] approaches combined with attention mechanisms [38] and memory networks
[48] to generate the necessary text summaries. We will build on extensive local work
developed by our team, along with other existing methods.
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3.3 Image Processing

• Figure Extraction. Identifying and extracting figures along with their captions from
long documents like ETDs is important both as a way for summarization, and to
gain deeper insights into the work. Recent work on Mask R-CNN [26] and its origi-
nal Region-based CNN [22] for image instance segmentation should be of high rele-
vance to figure extraction. We anticipate building upon these state-of-the-art archi-
tectures and incorporating ETD-specific domain knowledge, which will result in a
robust figure extraction component.

• Image Captioning. Another key aspect for figures in scientific papers is the adjacent
captions. Although authors will provide short descriptions about the figures, users
want a more elaborate summary about the images. This leads to a requirement for
image captioning – an open problem in computer vision. Sequence to sequence
learning based models like [68] and [34] are currently exemplifiers of the best ap-
proaches. These can help us produce better summaries combined with surrounding
texts.

3.4 Table Extraction

Tables are ubiquitous in scientific documents like ETDs. They present experimental re-
sults or statistical data in a condensed fashion. However, problems with automatic table
extraction from untagged documents, and the lack of a universal table metadata specifica-
tion, have hindered the success of table processing in digital libraries. TableSeer [33] can
crawl digital libraries, detect tables from documents, extract table metadata, and build
indexes. We plan to incorporate TableSeer’s key components for table manipulation into
ETDseer, together with other models [35, 14, 59].

3.5 Visualization

Leveraging the very large social network and reference network produced, visualization
is an integral part of the ETDseer system. It can help users gain deep insights about how
different groups are working together. Christopher North, a professor at Virginia Tech, is
expert on network and digital library visualization [56, 69, 19]. His StarSpire project [5]
and V2PI approach for dynamically updating parameters are of high relevance. This will
allow more interaction with users as they navigate through the visualized network and
learn from it.

4 Expected Significance

Each of the planned series of more functional prototypes of ETDseer will meet the boarder
and deeper requirements of various users of the DL system in various scenarios. Docu-
ments and references will be analyzed and converted to canonical forms. Figures and
tables will be automatically extracted and summarized. The limitations in flexible search-
ing, browsing, visualizing, and exploring of ETDs, and as well as subsections within
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ETDs, due to their length and domain complexities, will be significantly minimized, if
not eliminated. This research will lead to fundamental contributions in the digital library
domain in terms of advanced services discussed in Section 2.1, by developing and ap-
plying techniques from information retrieval, information extraction, machine learning,
HCI, and AI.

5 Broader Impacts of the Proposed Work

ETDseer, apart from providing the services discussed above, will impact the academic
community in a much broader way. It will compute a variety of quality metrics like
h-index, citation counts, and conference ranking, to guide users to content that is both
relevant and of high value. Negative results, that rarely are published, will become avail-
able for the first time. Details of research – given in ETD text, figures, and tables that
rarely appear elsewhere – will become accessible, and ensure a deeper understanding of
methods and findings. While this advanced visualization of data can enhance the overall
user experience, it can also be highly beneficial for users who have difficulty reading and
interpreting works in general. A rich range of services connected with hundreds of thou-
sands of (multimedia) ETDs, will dramatically advance research by graduate students
(who make frequent use of others’ theses) and the broader scholarly community, which
requires an efficient system that enables more research and helps produce important re-
sults in less time.
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